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Goal: estimate how bolides impact the Earth across latitudes

Application: validate theoretical calculations 
based on NEO population models

Robertson et. al, 2020



Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM)

Big FOV!
NOAA



GLM bolide detection problems & biases

● Non-global FOV
● Angle of  incidence of  light into sensor
● Data show that more massive and faster 

bolides (→brighter) are easier to detect
● Possible other biases???
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Modeling rates: Poisson Distribution

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poisson_distribution

If  I run a bagel store, how many people will 
arrive between 11:00 and 12:00?

If  am an area on the Earth, how many 
bolides will be detected in me between 
2019 and 2022?
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Nonparametric version!



Scatter data → discretized count data

1. Split bolides according to satellite

2. For a satellite, randomly split the GLM FOV into small polygons

Uniformly random points Voronoi diagram 
to get polygons

Clip to FOV



3. Split bolides into different showers and the background rate 
based on time.

4. Collect polygon data

- Count: number of  bolides within polygon
- Area: area of  polygon
- Duration: Normalized GLM observing time
- Latitude: Latitude of  centroid
- Nadir distance: Centroid’s distance from satellite’s nadir:
- Source: what shower this data is for

5. Re-combine data for all showers
and both satellites

Scatter data → discretized count data
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area duration leonids?
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Markov chain Monte-Carlo to obtain posteriors
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Conclusion

- Successfully estimated GLM detection bias due to angle of  incidence
- Distribution across latitudes consistent with GLM being biased towards fast objects
- Can separate out meteor showers from background rate

Further study:

- Study other, less intense meteor showers
- Nonparametrics and model comparison
- De-biasing according to velocity
- Computing and studying velocities, trajectories, and orbits in the stereo region



Python package

bolides.readthedocs.io



bolides.seti.org



bolides.seti.org
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